We show that if p is a quasiconformal mapping of the plane whose dilatation satisfies a certain quadratic Carleson measure condition relative to an Ahlfors-David curve T then p is differentiable almost everywhere on T and log |/?'| 6 BMO. When T is chord-arc we show that its image is a BishopJones curve. If the Carleson norm is small then we show that p is absolutely continuous on T, the image of T is an Ahlfors-David curve, and p' = ea , where a £ BMO with a small norm.
Introduction
In this section results are labeled with the same numbers that they have in the text.
In general the restriction of a global quasiconformal mapping to R does not satisfy any regularity conditions, e.g., local absolute continuity or differentiability a.e., even when the dilatation has small L°° norm. One can get some regularity by imposing some stronger smallness condition on the dilatation p. . If p were zero in a neighbourhood of R then the map would be smooth on R, so if we make p decay to zero in some sense as it approaches R, then we should be able to get some good behaviour of the mapping on R.
The first attempt along these lines was due to Carleson [C] . He showed that if p is a quasiconformal map that fixes oo and maps the upper half-plane onto itself, and if its dilatation p. satisfies \p(z)\ < e(y) where e is a continuous, decreasing function with e(0) = 0 and /0 leCy)!^-1 < oo, then the restriction of p to R is locally absolutely continuous with a derivative in L20c. This result was extended by Semmes [SI] . Before stating his theorem we need to make a number of definitions. We say that a measure A is a Carleson measure relative to a set E if sup -k(B(x, R)) < oo.
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This supremum is denoted by ||A||caí and is called the Carleson norm of X. Let ds(z) be the distance from z to E. If p is measurable, we define \\p\\c relative to E by l/^)|2 c dxdy \CM where the Carleson norm on the right-hand side is taken relative to E. Define \\p\\n relative to E by \\p\\N = \\p\\l°° + \\p\\c2 ■ The condition \\p\\c < oo appears in [D] and [S2] .
If p is a K quasiconformal map that fixes oo and whose dilatation p satisfies \\p\\c < oo relative to a set E, then we say that p £ Zc(E, K). If we are not interested in the dependence on K we just write 2Zc(E).
A locally rectifiable curve is M chord-arc if it is a Jordan curve possibly containing oo, and for any two points on the curve the length of the shortest arc joining them is bounded by M times the distance between the points.
If T is a locally rectifiable curve we say that / £ BMO(T) if
•' m and ."n imr 1/ Jb\ .loc(l) and sup Hi{BnT) where Hx is one-dimensional Hausdorff measure, /s = (JBnrf)/Hx(BC\T), and the sup is taken over all balls centered on T. The supremum above is called the BMO norm of / and is denoted U/H*.
Semmes showed that if r is an M chord-arc curve then there is a constant y, which depends only on M, such that if p £ 2ZC(T) with \\p\\n < 7 then p(T) is a chord-arc curve, p\r is locally absolutely continuous, and there is a complex valued function a £ BMO(T) with ||a||* < C(M)\\p\\N and p' = ea .
This extends not only Carleson's result but also a result of Dahlberg [D] . Semmes proved this result by using estimates for a certain perturbed Cauchy integral operator which he had obtained in [S2] .
A related result about conformai mappings with quasiconformal extensions was proven by Astala and Zinsmeister in [AZ] . Their proof relies on estimates for the Schwarzian of p in D, the unit disc. They showed that if p is quasiconformal in C and conformai in D and \\p\\c is finite relative to <9D then log/?' £ BMOA (D) . A corollary of this is that p(dD) is a Bishop-Jones curve. Bishop-Jones curves (BJ curve) are curves that are rectifiable most of the time on all scales. They were introduced in [BJ] and are defined as follows:
T is a BJ curve if and only if: it is the boundary of a simply connected domain Q, and for zn £ Í2 there is a C chord-arc domain DC f¡ that contains z0 and for which Hx(dD) < Cd(z0, T) and Hx(T n 3D) > Sd(z0, T).
D being a chord-arc domain means that its boundary is a chord-arc curve. The corollary above follows immediately from a result in [BJ] which says that a simply connected domain Q. has boundary a BJ curve if and only if log O' £ BMOA (D) , where <P is the Riemann map from D onto Q. Astala and Zinsmeister use this result in [AZ] to prove that if Q is a quasidisc and O is the Riemann map from D onto Í2 then the following are equivalent:
(i) <I> can be extended to a global quasiconformal map whose dilatation p satisfies \\p\\c < oo relative to 9D.
(0.1) (ii) logO' eBMOA (D) .
(iii) 9Q is a BJ curve.
A locally rectifiable curve is a A Ahlfors-David curve (abbreviated to X A-D) if the length of curve contained in any ball centered on the curve is bounded by X times the radius of the ball. These curves are important because they are exactly the set of curves on which the Cauchy integral is a bounded operator from L2 to L2.
We will extend Semmes' theorem to A-D curves and we will also be able to describe what happens when there is no restriction on the size of \\p\\c ■ The techniques developed will allow us to give a new proof of Astala and Zinsmeister's result and its corollary.
Theorem 6.2. If Tq is a X Ahlfors-David curve and p £ £c(r0, K) then (i) p is differentiate a.e. on To.
(ii) \p'\ > 0 o.e., y = log\p'\ £ BMO(r0) and \\n*<C(X,K)(\\ß\\c + \\n\\lJ2).
(iii) // T0 = p(To) = R or T0 = p(Y0) = T then p is locally absolutely continuous, \p'\ £ Aoo and the A^ norm is bounded by yie^HIMIc+IMIc ).
It is worth noting that (iii) in the above theorem and a version of Semmes theorem can be deduced from results of Fefferman, Kenig, and Pipher [FKP] .
The next result shows that we can get more information when \\p\\c is small. Theorem 6.3. Let Tq be a X A-D curve and p £ SciTo, K). Then there exists eo = eo (A, K) such that if \\p\\c < £o then (i) p is locally absolutely continuous on r0.
(ii) p is differentiable a.e. on r0 . (iii) p' = e* where <¡> £ BMO(r0) and ||(/>||* < C(X, K)\\p\\x¿2.
If p satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.3 then as corollaries ofthat result we get that p(T0) isa C(X,K) A-D curve and that p(T0) is C(M, K) chordarc if T0 is M chord-arc.
We also prove a result that says that, up to a dilation, p is bi-Lipschitz most of the time on all scales. This result is reminiscent of a result of Jones [J] which says that any Lipschitz mapping is actually bi-Lipschitz on a set of large measure.
Theorem 6.6. Let p and r0 be as in Theorem 6.2. Then, given e > 0, there exists M = M(X, K, e, \\p\\c) such that if B is any ball centered on To there is a measurable set W ç B for which .... diam (r0 nfi) . ,, ,. r. , .
This theorem allows us to describe the images of chord-arc domains as follows:
Theorem 6.7. If D is an a chord-arc domain, Tq = 3D and p is a K quasiconformal map whose dilatation, p, satisifes \\p\\c < oo relative to To then p(To) is a BJ curve with constants that depend only on a, \\p\\c, X.
It should be noted that this result can also be obtained by combining various results in [AZ, FKP, and SI] .
Combining this with (0.1) we see that a quasidisc has boundary a BJ curve if and only if it is the image of a chord-arc domain D under a global quasiconformal map whose dilatation p satisfies 11/¿He < oo relative to 3D. Alternatively, we have that a curve Y is a BJ curve and a quasicircle if and only if it is the image of a chord-arc curve under a quasiconformal map of the type that we are considering. Thus we have an equivalence between a set of geometric conditions on a curve and a certain type of quasiconformal mapping.
In §1 we describe a good parameterisation of our curve and in §3 we use this to cut the curve up in a controlled way at all scales. In the second part of §1 we show how we use this to reduce the problem to one of estimating Haar type coefficients for the logarithm of the derivative. In §2 we prove the main lemma, which allows us to describe the behaviour of the Haar coefficients by giving an estimate on the distortion produced by a quasiconformal map in terms of quadratic integrals involving the dilatation. As an interesting corollary we easily obtain an estimate for the circular distortion of a quasiconformal mapping which is of the right order when the quasiconformal constant is close to 1. In §4 we describe the relation between BMO and estimate on coefficients and in §5 we study BMO on A-D curves and we prove a useful lemma that allows us to identify exponentials of small BMO functions. The proofs of the various theorems are in §6.
This paper is a revised version of my doctoral thesis, which was written at Yale University. I would like to take this opportunity to thank my advisor, Peter W. Jones, without whose guidance and enthusiasm this project would never have been completed.
Preliminaries
A set r in the plane is called a locally rectifiable curve if T is closed, connected, and Hx (F n B) < oo, where B is any ball in the plane and Hx is one-dimensional Hausdorff measure (see [F] for the definition of Hi).
A locally rectifiable curve T is rectifiable if Hx (T) < oo . Such a curve is compact and is also referred to as a rectifiable continuum. A rectifiable continuum is arc connected (see [F] ).
A useful fact about locally rectifiable curves is that any bounded subset of such a curve is contained in a rectifiable subcurve of the original curve. One consequence of this is that any locally rectifiable curve is arc connected.
We normally think of a curve as having some parameterisation. The next proposition justifies calling the sets described above curves. Before stating it we need a definition. A map z from an interval Iç, to T will be called an M -parameterisation if it satisfies (i) z is continuous and onto. From (iii) we see that z is an M-Lipschitz mapping and that l/M < \z'\ < M. We can also deduce from (iii) that, except for a set of measure zero, there is a uniform bound on the number of times that the parameterisation can hit any given point. Proposition 1.1. If Y is a rectifiable curve then there is a 2-parameterisation of r.
Outline of proof. From Lemma 3.13 in [F] we know that T can written as a countable union of rectifiable Jordan curves {Yj} , and a set of measure zero. Furthermore, the distance between the endpoints of Tx is equal to the diameter of T and r"+i n (U"=i r,-) is exactly one of the endpoints of T"+x. Let CnULi r7. It is easy to find a 2-parameterisation of each Cn and the proposition follows by taking a limit of these parameterisations. D
We will refer to this as an arclength parameterisation of Y. This parameterisation will be very useful later on because it will allow us to transform the study of functions on a curve to the study of functions on an interval. The next proposition will allow us to transfer results from the interval back to the curve. It should be noted that in the case where Y is actually a Jordan curve the parameterisation given above is a little bit different from the usual arclength parameterisation of a rectifiable Jordan curve (see [F] for the usual parameterisation). This is because of condition (ii) in the definition of an M -parameterisation.
If / is defined on a locally rectifiable curve Y we say that / is differentiable at x £ Y if there is a number A such that f(y) = f(x) + A(y-x) + o(\y-x\) for y £ T. A is called the derivative of / at x and is denoted by f'(x).
We define / to be absolutely continuous on (ii) If E is any measurable subset of Y then Hx(f(E)) < JE\f'\. If f is also one-to-one then Hx(f(E)) = JE \f'\.
Outline of proof of Proposition 1.2(i). The "only if direction is clear. Now for the "if direction. Recall that a point on Y is said to be regular if the upper and lower (circular) densities are both one at that point. Almost every point on T is a regular point (see [F] ). Also, both z and foz are differentiable a.e. Because z preserves null sets we get that almost every point on Y is regular and has the property that both z and / o z are differentiable at all points of its preimage. Now let x be one such point.
where a is an element of /~'(x).
To show that / is differentiable at x it suffices to show that for a, b £ f~x(x)
Let I, J be intervals centered at a and b respectively. It follows from the facts that x is regular and that z is differentiable at a and ¿>,that z(I) and z(J) intersect in a set of positive measure, and so they have a common point other than x . By letting / and / shrink to length zero we can find a sequence of points converging to a whose images are not x and a similar sequence converging to b such that z maps the corresponding terms of the sequences to the same point. It follows immediately from this that (1.1) is true. D
The proofs of the remaining parts of the two propositions are fairly straightforward so we omit them.
A-D curves were defined in the introduction. The next proposition essentially follows from the connectivity of the curve. (ii) l/2diam(rnß) < diam(y") < 4diam(rn5) for any n. The next proposition follows immediately from the above estimate.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In §3 we will construct a C(A)-subdivision A of Jn that gives a 4-subdivision of T. Let EA = Iq\ {endpoints of the elements of A} and for x £ EA let In(x) be the unique element of An that contains x. We want to know that p' exists a.e. and we want to describe its behaviour so we define
a.e. Conversely if we can get suitable bounds on QP(I), V/eA then we will be able to deduce that p is differentiable a.e. on Y, and we will be able to describe the behaviour of the derivative. Let 
The gl have some orthogonality properties. To show this we will assume for the moment that Y is the unit interval, thus z is the identity. It is easily checked that
and because X¡ ~ eli -1 we get that \Ii\hL + \Ir\Xir ~ 0. Thus g'(x) X jLh](x), where
Note that the h¡ are an orthogonal family. In the general case we will also get that g'(x) ~ X¡Lhi(x). Thus
The estimates of the main lemma and the geometric properties of A-D curves will show that
/£A I-*! This Carleson measure type condition reflects the Carleson condition on p.
From equation (1.3) we can show that fN £ BMO (A) . We will also show that the fN converge both in Lx and a.e. to a limit function that is also in BMO(A). We will denote the limit function by / or by S21&KX¡h¡. Once we have this, we will be able to deduce that p' exists a.e. and
The Main Lemma
The following property of quasiconformal mappings is well known (see [LV] , for example).
Proposition 2.1. If F is a K quasiconformal mapping of C that fixes 0,1, and oo then 3C(K) such that
Corollary 2.2. If F is as above and R > 1 then 3c(K) such that
Before proving the Main Lemma we will need a preliminary lemma about the size of the derivative of a quasiconformal mapping. Proof. Let px = pxb and let px be the quasiconformal map with dilatation px that fixes 0, 1 and oo. Then p can be written as P2° px, where p2 is a A^-quasiconformal map that fixes 0, 1 and oo and which is conformai in Pi(B). Then 3p(z) = p'2(px(z))3px(z) in B. However, from the Koebe 1/4 theorem and the proposition above we get that \p'2\ < C(K) on px(B(0, 6)) and consequently \3p\ < C(K)\3px\ in B(0, 6).
From [A] we know that there is a quasiconformal map g with dilatation px that fixes 0 and oo and for which 3g = 1 + h a.e., where ||A||P < C(.rv )||,"i||p for some p > 2. Then px must be g/g(l). From [A] we also get that |g(l)| > c(K) and so we are done. D We also have the following uniform bound for a :
Proof. By choosing a sequence of smooth dilatations which are all zero in a neighbourhood of 0 and a neighbourhood of oo, and which converge to p a.e., we see that there is no loss of generality if we assume that p has this form. Thus we can assume that p is smooth and that it is conformai in a neighbourhood of both 0 and oo .
Because p is conformai in a neighbourhood of both 0 and oo and p fixes 0 and oo, we get that G is conformai, bounded, and nonzero near 0 and oo . Thus G is smooth and nonzero in C. The next step is to define a logarithm of G. If w ^ 0, then we can define an analytic logarithm in some neighbourhood of w . Combining this with the monodromy theorem we find that we can define a smooth logarithm L of G such that L(l) = 0. Clearly we have
we have that limz_00 L(z) < oo . It is easy to check that lim2^oo H(z) is zero, hence lin\z^ocL-H is finite. Because L-H is also entire it must be constant. We The first inequality is a consequence of the quasiconformal distortion estimates while the second follows from Lemma 2.3 and an application of Holder's inequality. We know that h £ IP for some p > 2 . Applying Holder's inequality with 1/r = 1/2 -l/p , we get
Because 3/2+ l/p < 2, the last term in the product is bounded by some constant depending only on p and hence on K. Using Lemma 2.3 on the second term, we get
Thus the first term in (2.4) is bounded by lB \w -z\xl2
Similarly, the third term is bounded by
We will deal with the second term next.
Let .4" = {io: 2~"_1 < |w| < 2-"}. From the distortion estimates for quasiconformal maps we get that 1 ^ Area of p(A") . *,". c .
-
From this we get that \p(z)\ ~ |/>(iu)| where z, w are any two points in An . The Jacobian J of /? is \3p\2 -\3p\2 and because /> is quasiconformal we get that J is positive and is bounded below by C(K)~x\3p\2. Thus if z" £ A" we can write
Thus the second term is bounded by
All that remains is to estimate the fourth term. Let Rn = {w : 2" < \w\ < 2n+x) As above we get that \3p\2 It is an important theorem that M(f) can be uniformly bounded by a constant that depends only on K and that good bounds can be obtained for this constant, which we denote by X(K) (see § §2.4 and 2.5 in [L] ). For example, X(K) < exp(4.39(.TY -1)). This bound for Mf is not easy to obtain. The Main Lemma allows us to easily get an estimate for Mf which has the right behaviour for K close to 1. In fact the next corollary is an immediate consequence of the uniform bound for a and the fact that \\p\\oo < (K -l)(K + l)~x.
Corollary 2.5. With notation as above, M(f) < exp(C(K)(K -1)).
The geometry of A-D curves
In this section Y will be a rectifiable X A-D curve and the map z : 70 -> T will denote an arclength parameterisation of Y. We will construct a C(X)-subdivision of Iq that gives a 4-subdivision of Y and we will then use this to get the estimate (1.3) for the coefficients X¡. We will refer to A as a good subdivision of Iq .
Proof. Let Ao = {Iq} . We will define A^+i inductively. For I = [a¡, b¡] £ An let c¡ be one of the points of / whose image, z(c¡), is at the maximal distance from the set consisting of the two points z(a¡) and z(b¡). AN+X is then the union over all / e AN of the intervals [a¡, c¡] and [c¡, b¡] .
We will prove (i) first. Because z is a 2-parameterisation of Y we get that We also have for, I £ A, (iii) £ ic} < C(A)/c).
JeA
We will prove the theorem once we have the next lemma. Let ^ = {I £ A: 2"* <Ä/<2-fc+1}. We will prove (i) first. Clearly Aw n ^ is empty for k > 0. If / £ Aw n f or & < 0 then |tu-x/| < 2.2_A: and so |z0-z/| < 6.2"* . Thus z(7) intersects B(zq , 6.2_fc) for all /eAffin^ and it follows from the previous lemma that #(Awn^)<C (A) . Then
Now for (ii). Let Afc = {/ £ &k : w i B¡}, A" = {I £ A: 2"~x < \w -x¡\ < 2"}, for n > 0. Because w $ B¡ we see that AknAn = 0 for k < -n . Also, because w £ B¡ we have that \w -z7| ~ |u> -x¡\. Thus there is a universal constant C for which We want to use the previous lemma to estimate #(Ak n A") for k > -n . If I £ Ak n An then \w -x/l < 2" =► |z0 -jc/l < 2" + 1 =► |z0 -z/l < 2" + 1 + 2~*+1 < 4.2" and so #(Ak n A") < C(X)2"2k for k >-n . Thus d2 oo oo ~n~k._k y , ' ,, < c(A)V y 2 . < c(x).
7 g Ara «=0 fc=-n To show (iii), note that from (iii) in Theorem 3.1 we get that \J\ ~ Rj with a constant that depends only on A. Thus we have to prove that £y6A JCI \J\2 < C(X)\I\2. This is an easy consequence of A being a C(X) subdivision. D Recalling the definition of X¡ from (1.2), the next two corollaries will give us estimates on the X¡. The second one gives us the estimate (1.3), mentioned in §1.
Corollary 3.4. If p is a quasiconformal map that fixes oo, p is the dilatation of p, A is the good subdivision constructed above, and J £ A then 3zj e z (J) such that As mentioned in §1, we want to use Corollary 3.5 to show that the fN, as defined in § 1, are in BMO (A) . In fact we will prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. If Y is a rectifiable X A-D curve, A is the good subdivision constructed in the previous section, p e 1c, and fN is as in § 1 then (i) 3/ 6 BMO(A) such that fN-*f a.e., \\fN -f\\x -> 0, and U<C(X,K)(\\p\\c + \\p\\l({2).
(ii) Each fN is in BMO (A) and ||/v||* < C(X, K)(\\p\\c + \\p\\l¿2). Semmes proved this theorem on R (see [SI] ) and the proof on Y is exactly the same provided we know the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. 3 Sq(X) such that if \u\ = 1 and ||«||* < Óq(X) , then there exists f £ BMO(r) such that u = e* a.e. and ||/||* < C(A)||u||*.
We will prove the lemma initially for the case where Y is compact. There is no loss of generality if we assume that Y has diameter 1/2. In the following we will assume that u is as in the statement of the lemma and that Sq(X) is always small enough for the various steps to work.
For any x £ Y we define Un(x) for N > 0 to be the average value of u over BN(x). The proof of the Lebesgue differentiation theorem on R (see [St] ) works equally well on Y, so we get that Un(x) converges to u(x) a.e. on Y. Note that Uq(x) is the same for all x. We will call this value Uo . The following are easy to obtain from the facts that u is in BMO and that Y is A-D: Now let /i = gx and f2 = g2 -2nh . Then ||/2||* = \\g2\\*, fi = fi on Ci, and efl = u on C2. Proceed in this way to obtain {fN} such that for all N > 0 H/vil» = UnW* , /tv+i = /v on CN, and effl = u on CN ■ Define f(z) to be fff(z) for z £ Cn ■ Then / is well defined, ef -u on Y, and U/H* <C(X)\\u\U. D
The theorems
Before proceeding with the proofs of the theorems we will need the following corollary of the Main Lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let p be a K-quasiconformal mapping with dilatation p that fixes oo. If z, w , x, y e C satisfy i , \x -y\ "
, \z -x\ -< 7--* < n and t-7 < w ?/ |z -w\ \z -w\ for some r\ > 1, then there exists A(K, n) such that
and \o\<min(A(K, rftWpW^ , C(K, n)\\p\\f).
Proof. By rescaling we may assume that z = 0, w = 1, and that p fixes 0,1. There is no loss of generality if we assume that \y\ < |x|. Then l/2rç <\x\<n. The proofs of the Main Lemma and of Corollary 3.4 give that (6.1) p(x)/x = eb with \b\ < min(A(K, n), C(K, n^p^J2). Define
y/(z) = 0,1,and and so we get
Then y/ fixes 0, 1, and oo . If we take zq -(x-y)x~x we have n~2 < |zn| < 2
with c having the same type of bound as b . If we combine this with (6.1), we obtain the lemma. D Finally, we are ready to prove the main theorems.
Theorem 6.2. If Yq is a X Ahlfors-David curve (not necessarily compact) and p is a K-quasiconformal map that fixes oo and whose dilatation, p, satisfies \\c < oo relative to Yq then (i) p is differentiable a.e. on Yq .
(ii) \p'\ > 0 a.e., \p = log\p'\ £ BMO(r0), and \\ip\U<C(X,K)(\\p\\c + \\p\\lJ2).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (iii) IfYo = p(Y0) = R or Y0 = p(Y0) = T then p is locally absolutely continuous, \p'\ £ Aqo , and the A^ norm is bounded by Aecl-K)^ß^c+^c ).
Proof. Let B be any ball centered on r0 . There is a compact A Ahlfors-David curve T contained in r0, for which Y0nB CY. Let z: I0 -> Y be an arclength parameterisation and A the good subdivision constructed previously. We will show that p o z is differentiable a.e. on Iq . Then Proposition 1.2 gives us that p is differentiable a.e. on Y and hence on Yq .
If we can show that for a.e. x £ Iq P(z(y)) -P(z(x)) = 0(\x -y\) asv^x (6-4) aubrï -
If we combine this with (6.3) we get
which concludes the proof of (i). Now for (ii). Let B be a ball centered on To . We can write We will bound \an -ax\ using Lemma 6.1. Taking Iß = [a", bn] to be the interval we use to parameterise y" and z" to be an arclength parameterisation of y" , we have
The points zn(b"), z"(a"), zx(bx), zx(ax) satisfy the conditions of the lemma with n depending only on A, so \a" -ai\< C(X, A^)||/7||^2 . Then from (6.5), we get l|V7||,<C(A,Jfi:)(||/i||c + ||/7||^2).
This finishes (ii).
We will prove (iii) for To = R. The other case is similar. Because p maps R onto itself there is no loss of generality if we assume that p is increasing, hence p' > 0 a.e. Let Iq be an interval contained in R. We know that we can write p' = QP(h)ef a.e.
where / is as in Proposition 4.1 with A being the dyadic subdivision of Iq . Clearly / is real valued. Because p is an increasing homeomorphism of the real line we get that (6.6) / p'/\Iq\ < Qp(Iq). (ii) p is differentiable a.e. on Yq .
(iii) p' = e* where <j> £ BMO(r0) and ||0||* < C(X, K)\\p\\x¿2. Because ef £ Lx the absolute continuity of p o z follows.
(ii) is true because p is locally absolutely continuous or by the previous theorem.
We will use Theorem 5.3 to prove (iii). Let B be a ball centered on To and let y" , z", Iß, y, Iq , and / be as in the proof of (ii) in the last theorem. Let ß = Qp(h) ■ Then (6.7) ¡\p'-ß\<2\ß\C(X,K) ( \ef-l\<\ß\C(X,K)Hx(YQnB)\\p\\xJ}.
Jy Jl0
The second inequality following from Proposition 1.5 and Proposition 4.1. If ß" is the ß for yn, it follows from what we did in the last theorem that \ßnßxx -11 is bounded by C(X, A")||/i||¿/2, if \\p\\c is small enough. Combine this with (6.7) to get
If \\p\\c is small enough, then it follows from (6.8) that Combining this with (6.9) we obtain
Corollary 6.4 characterised the images of A-D curves when \\p\\c is small and Corollary 6.5 characterised the images of chord-arc curves when \\p\\c is small. Even when there is no restriction on the size of \\p\\c we can still characterise the images of chord-arc curves. The images are certainly quasicircles but the next theorem shows that they are also Bishop-Jones curves.
It is straightforward to check that if p £ ~£c(E) and g = p°x~x, where t is Möbius, then \\pg\\c relative to x(E) is bounded by a constant times H/^Hc-A curve To is chord-arc if and only if it is chord-arc in the spherical metric. Therefore if we lift it onto the sphere in the usual way its image is a chord-arc curve on the sphere. The map x(z) = z~x, when lifted to the sphere, an isometry, so T(r0) is chord-arc in the spherical metric and hence in the Euclidean metric. It follows that the image of To under any Möbius transformation is also a chord-arc curve.
Theorem 6.7. // To is an a chord-arc curve, and p is a K quasiconformal map whose dilatation p satisfies \\p\\c < oo relative to Yq, then p(Yq) is a BJ curve with constants that depend only on a, \\p\\c, K ■ Proof. C, M will denote constants that depend at most on a, \\p\\c , K, and A will denote any universal constant. Our first step will be to reduce to the case To = R. Using Möbius transformations and the comments immediately preceding this theorem we can reduce to the case where T0 goes through infinity and p fixes infinity. By Lemma 4.11 in [SI] there is a C(a) bi-Lipschitz map t of C that fixes oo, maps R onto Yq and for which \\pT\\c < C(a) (pT is the dilatation of x). Let px = p o x, then \\pp¡ \\c < C and px o t(R) = To . So we can assume that r0 = R.
Let Q. be one of the components of C\p(R) and zq £ Ci. Take y/ to be the Riemann map of R+ onto Q that fixes oo and maps i to zo. Because p(R) is a A" quasicircle we can extend tp to a C(K) quasiconformal map of C. We will build a chord-arc domain 3¡ containing z0 such that y(2) is a chord-arc domain.
Define Iq = p~x(y/[-l, 1]). By Theorem 6.6 there is a set Wq ç I0 such that \Wq\>2~x\Iq\ and (6-'°> Ah""» is M bi-Lipschitz. We can assume that Wq is closed, so we can write Iq\Wq = (jk>x Ik , where Ik = (ak, bk) and the Ik are disjoint. Let W = y/~l(p(W0)) and Jk = (sk,tk) = y/~l(p(Ik)). For each Jk define ok to be the top two edges of the equilateral triangle with base Jk and oq will be the top three sides of the square with base [-1, 1]. Taking I = o-oU I (J ak\ it is easily seen that 21 = Int(I) is an A chord-arc domain. It is shown in [JK] that if L is a line segment in R+ that is orthogonal to R then y/(L) is chord-arc. The same proof shows that each y/(ok) is C(K) chord-arc. Then Yx = ip(L) consists of chord-arc pieces. We will use Theorem 6.6 to show that the pieces join up to form a chord-arc curve. Let y i be the arc from a to t along a¡ and let y 2 be the arc from t to b along the base of I. Using case (i) for yx , case (ii) for y2, and (6.13) we get (iii). The proof of case (iv) Because HX(3D) ~ diam(dD) we have HX(3D) ~ d(z0, p(R)). The only remaining BJ condition that we have to check is that Hi(3Dn p(R)) is not too small. From (6.10) and (6.14) we get HX(3D n p(R)) = Hx(P(Wq)) > Ä diam(/>(/o))
M\1q\
> ^ diam(/j(/0)) > ±d(z0, p(R)). D It was mentioned in the introduction that this result can also be proven by combining several results from the literature. As in the proof above we can reduce to the case where To is the real line. The next step is to replace p by a quasiconformal map which is the same as p on the real axis but is better behaved off the real line and whose dilatation still satisfies the Carleson condition. Let h = y/~x q p. Then by results in [FKP] , or by Theorem 6.2(iii), h is locally absolutely continuous on R with derivative in A^ . Taking x to be the Beurling-Ahlfors extension of h we define H in the upper half-plane to be \pox . The restriction of H to the real line is equal to p, and H and x have the same dilatations. H is defined similarly in the lower half-plane. It is easily checked that Because h is in Ax we also get that the dilatation of x satisfies the Carleson condition. Now let px be the mapping which is symmetric about R and is equal to x in the upper half-plane. Then H can be written as P2 ° px where P2 is conformai in the upper half-plane. Having the derivative of t|r in A^ along with (6.15) means that the conditions of Lemma 4.8 in [SI] are satisfied and so px preserves Carleson measures. This ensures that the dilatation of p2 satisfies the Carleson condition. Now we can apply the result (0.1) of the introduction to P2 to deduce that the image of R is a B-J curve.
Theorem 6.7 has the following converse: // Q is a simply connected domain whose boundary Y is a quasicircle and a BJ curve and if y/ is a Riemann map from R2, to Q then y/ can be extended to a quasiconformal map of C whose dilatation p satisfies \\p\\c < 00 relative to R.
